
1056kN

79kN

Eccentricity, E = 79x10000/1056 = 
748mm. 

Strictly outside middle third from 
thrust centred at top.
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Buttress - Stable or Not?

It has been pointed out by readers that 
the buttress is not stable on the basis 
that the resolved thrust falls outside the 
middle third, taking the line of thrust 
from the centre of the buttress at the 
top.

In contrast to this, the exercise book 
example stated that the resolved thrust 
was assumed to be acceptable if it is 
whithin a zone represented as 1/3 width 
of the buttress. To be fair to the readers 
this needs explanation.

The criterion was relaxed on the basis 
that there are mitigating factors:

-Flying buttresses generally slope with a 
vertical component of thrust
-Buttresses are often not truly rectagular 
in elevation
-Pinnacles are often present adding addi-
tional downward load
-Foundations are often spread

Refering to the main book this is a ‘first 
stage’ approximation. In a real assess-
ment  further investigation is anticipated. 
But it is emphasised this is a good start-
ing point. The diagram which follows is a 
more realistic representation.

Acceptance was based largely on this.
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Tas de Charge 

Flying Buttress

Pinnacle

Vertical 
Component

Rv

Horizontal
Component

Rh

A 
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H

Jacques Heyman: ‘The Stone Skeleton’

A more realistic representation of a flying buttress is shown above. Further reading into 
masonry traditional structures is encouraged. A good reference is The Stone Skeleton.

In this Jacques Heyman describes the thrust of a gothic vault being transferred, via solid
cut stone blocks (tas de charge), into flying buttresses. These generally slope. The 
resolved thrust follows the line of the flying buttress, which discharges its load into 
a massive vertical buttress (the main buttress above).

A buttress is deemed to be stable if the resultant overturning moment about point A is 
exceeded by the stabilising (or restoring moment) from the weight of the buttress and 
any pinnacle. If we check the example in the magazine question, there is no vertical com-
ponent of thrust and no pinnacle.

Calculation for overturning moment: M(O/T) = RhxH = 79x10 = 790 kNm
Calculation for restoring moment: M(rest.)     = Vb x W/2 = 1056x2.4/2 = 1267 kNm > 790

Safety factor against overturning = 1267/790 = 1.6 - on this basis the buttress is stable.

Vb     - weight of buttress


